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Winemaker Notes
“r” is a delicate “dry, style rosé artfully blended to achieve a graceful balance of freshness and richness along with an array of exotic fruit characters. The wine expresses notes of passion fruit, citrus blossom, guava, watermelon and fresh strawberries. With ample richness and balanced acidity, the palate profile suggests this wine is more than just a simple Rosé. This fascinating blend delivers on aromatic complexity, flavor intensity and textural balance.

The Secret is in the Blend
The art of blending is a hallmark of Domaine Serene and one of the most important steps in making wines of distinct and unique character. Sourcing the finest grapes from the best vineyards, meticulous blending, and barrel aging leads to wines of impeccable balance, distinctive personality and consistent quality from year to year.

A Taste of the Future and a Toast to the Past
Like the great Rosé wines of the world from Champagne and Provence “r” is a delicate “dry”, French-style rosé. Using grapes from our prestigious vineyards throughout Oregon, we artfully blend to obtain an elegant, complex and balanced wine with pure and vibrant flavors. “r” then receives the same care and handling as our white wines, barrel-aged in French oak to intensify aromas and harmonize this unique blend.

Passion and Commitment led Ken and Grace Evenstad to Oregon more than two decades ago. Propelled by a desire to produce the world’s best Pinot Noir and Chardonnay, they founded Domaine Serene in the Dundee Hills, where Oregon Pinot Noir began - and where its heart remains today.